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These Jifficulties arise CroIn the iact that neeJ statezr.ents can be 

both normative anJ enlpirical anJ that in the mouths of psychologists 

ana social scientists they may be both normative anJ factual. The 

concept of neeJs spans. as it were. tJhilosophy and those activities 

more concernaJ with practice. like psychology anj politics. 52 

Fromm's position is extreme. He claims that "psychology must 

not only debunk false ethical judgements but can. bejonJ that, be the 

basis Cor building objective and valid norms of conJuct". 53 It Is one 

thing to argue that empirical factors are at lea~t relevant in the making 

of moral decisions and another to claim that moral systems can be 

.~ntirely built on the findings of empirical .Jisciplines. ~or can the 

relationshi,) between the activities of the philosopher ai1J the psycho-

logist be so easily expLainel. In Chapter Three, ()p. 124-127. 

I quole some statements by psychologists and social scientists in 

SU,lport of n:y argun.ent that their remarks are normative. But this 

.loes nOL mean that the work Jone by tne psychologist anJ the philosopher 

is ot the san1e nature. Fromn., at tin:es. over-states the (aJmitteJly 

Jesirabla; marriage between philosophy and psychology ignoring the 

fact that there are activities whicn Jistinguish the two. 

In the philosopher's examination of the conc~pt '.If neej, a 

larse part of his activities must be in the Ciel:J of mala-ethics. 

:2 
1 expanl on this in Cha~)ter Three. 

!:·3 (!;rich Fromm, Man for HiIr.self. Foreword. p. V11. 

I 
.1 
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He will be alldmpting to assess wbat it is we are Joing wilen we 

make statelrients about or have theot"i~s about hUL;;an neeJs. This 

proceJure hopefully will assist the philosopber in arriving at SQme 

account of what neeJs are. The task tradi tionally asc ribeJ to the 

psychologist is that of collecting empirical Jata - concerneJ. tor 

instance. with surveys. statistics. tests and so on. an area not 

usually covet"e:i at first llan:l by the philosopher. However. what 

Fromm seems to understate is the value of the philosopher's 

activities as a groundwork lor the p9ycholo~ist' s task. The collection 

or empirical Jata relating to nee:is would have a much sounder basis 

if the researcher knew what to look Cor. The psychologist anJ the 

philosoph~r .Jo not retliace each other but rather supplement each 

other's activities in art"iving at sirr..ilar ends. anJ ill failin~ to appreCiate 

this fact. ~'r~mn' has largely ign~reJ -the si~tliIkance of the fact that 

'need' is a norn'a live concetlt. 

(2) Needs aa:i sanity 

Fromnl's account of needs is inextricably bound up with his 

claiIr.s concerning mental health and sanity. His experience as a 

psychologist and psycho-analyst leads him to Dlake som~ very plausible 

an::! interesting claims concerning the relationship between neeJ fulfil

ment anJ sanity. However, there are three main weaimesses in his 

account: 

(0 It seems to u,:e that .Fromm connates the two separate 

concepts of mental heaLth anj sanity. In Joing this he makes the 
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notions of ~al1ity anl insanity wiJtJr than lh~y ac tuallf are. :-::anity 

is onti one aspect ~f n:e!1tal health. The iJerson who is neurotic or 

tha p~rson who is mentallj r~taLJ~,:i. as tile result of injury or 

disease wouU no~ be call~j insane an.l yet we coulJ say that he does 

not exhibit n.en tal bealth. 

(ii ) In Fromm's account. it is not clear whether tile concept 

of sanity is being useJ in a jescriptive way. in a normative way or 

both. Most of the time it seems that Fromm is making claims about 

sanity. needs and neej behaviour baseJ largely on en~pirical observ-

ations. He seems to hold that sanity and neeJ fuiIilI!,ent contingently 

~oincile rather than that the former can b~ Jefi:le.l in ~er'm3 ot the 

latter. However, Fromr., also claims thal "n.cotaL health ••• 

nl ust be Jefine .J in terr:·.s of the aJjustraent -:>f socidty t:> the nee.ls of 

~ ••• 1IE.4 . [f the connection between r..:ental health (or sanity. since 

Fromn~ Joes nQt Jistingui3h between the:n anJ nl~e.J iutfiln; ent exists 

by Jefinition, then Fromm's claims b~con . e fairly tame an I uninter-

asting. 

(iii! Fromn·. is too ·jogmatic about the necassity for fulfilment 

or his five basic n~~j3. ~Ia argue .; tha. lack of Cullilment oC anyone 

of these neeJs will result 1n lnsanity. .nJ f~~ we ca!111nJ examples 

where one ?r these neels is not Culfllte j an.l insanity .toes o:')t result. 

For instance, a hermit or n.onk who lives alone woulJ not fulfil his 

neeJ for 'relateJness' an t :/'<!t wouLl 5ur'cly not, an that account, be 

f 4 ,. I.. L' Tl C' c.:: ' ,., ~J l!.rlcu 10' roUlI.C. 18 .. ·ana ~.oc le t,y, ~. i ~. 

. 11 I 
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callej insane. It seen.s that the laek of fulfilment of one of the basic 

neeJs is not a su1'ficient -.:on.jition for claiming that insanity or even 

a neurosis will re sult. 

:'low. Fromm coulJ have an answer to this. He couU quality 

his account by Jistinguishing voluntary lack of CulIHnlent of a nee·j 

trom lorceJ lack oC fulfilment. In this way. FrOIDnl would not have 

Lo incluJe as insane all those injividuals who seek to avoiJ the 

~ompany ot others. but could still explain the fact that forcing prisoners 

into solitary confinement lor lODg periods 01 time oCten Joe. result 

in insanity. 

(3) Objectivity 

Fromm claims that bis account. above all, is objective. He 

claims to arrive at conclusions regarding needs as they are object

ively, not as they appear to be. (This is, ot course, closely tied 

to the claiIr' :Jiscusse:J above. lilat bis account is 'scientific' or 

baseJ 00 empirical consijeratioos. ~ 

What exactly can 'objective' mean in this case~ Like ~larz 

the social scientist, Fromm. the psychologist. believes that one 

can arrive at conclusions regar Jing human bein gs anJ the concepts 

and IJeals they use to describe them selves, their behaviour and their 

world by an examination ot what is observably the case. Fromrr. does 

diller trom .Marx, in that be does see philosophical analyses of 

concepts as a legitimate activity and in tact uses thenl (even If 

insufficiently as I have alreaJy argue·j). However, FroOlO1 .ioes 
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hold that his account of needs is objective by virtue of the following: 

(i) Fromm's basic needs are universal in character - that is 

shared by all. 

(ii) The account is psychological and purports to use some 

empirical methods like those of the scientist - for example the use 

of patient case histories. 

(iii) The practical nature of the account is thus stressed - i. e. 

the theory derives (in part) from practice and is in turn proved by 

what is 'observably the case'. 

Fromm's approach to psychology and ethics is strikingly 

similar to Marx's and Marcuse's approaches to politics and ethics. 

illl three strive to legitimatize their prescriptions for action by 

reference to empirical premises. Each fails to explain adequately 

how he (or anybody else) comes to di"stinguIsh real from false nee::is. 

FromnJ's only explanation is in terms of the 'Jevelo:Jment of conscience'. 

However, Fromm's position seems stronger than that of Marx or 

Marcuse since he has actually attempted to s~ell out a list of basic 

needs which apply to all men at all times. To see if a need is real 

or false we can refer to these basic neeJs and see whether the need 

in question ::ioes reflect a basic neeJ or whether it is something alien 

and imposeJ. 

But Fromm is still subject to his own claims regarding false 

nee::is. What is implied, is that the analyst is 'superior'. If a patient 

insists that he does or does not see something as a need and the analyst 

argues the contrary, what guarantee is there that the analyst is not 
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ror 
iIl,posios his own ::;YSL\!J.n or (.J.lse nee 1s on lile i)arient?' .. 

'llle imtlortanr. que~tbn r~Ir.ains: Is com!Jlet~ objectivity r:!!!!.! 

possible? To Utis question i think we must answer - 'lo. .'lo matter 

.,how much tht! philosopher or psychologist uses apparently objective 

empirical lata, nis interpretation ot" this Jata runs the risk of being 

Quite' subjec live' anJ entails that the researcher's own backgrounJ 

conJitioning and environnlent will l>artly determine the way in wbicb 

be sees and assesses things. To examine hunlan needs by look.ing 

solely at what is 'objectively the case'. concerning neeJs one would 

have to have 'stappeJ outsiJe' the society in whicb one lives in order 

not to be prey to false neeJs onesdlf. In other wor.is how can the 

analyst, philosopher or social scientist ever boa sure he has overcome 

his ~ alienation anJ conJitioning';" 

This Joes not mean !.hat any atterr:~~ to .Jiscov~r [he real neeJs 

of man is futila. The cl)ncept of nee Jg is 30 irr: :.:o,:lrtant ( ~)articularly 

to socialis~ ethics and I)olitics) that one n:ust at.l~n . .->t to get as close 

to the con.cept as possible. But I think it is important to remember 

that tlhilosophy cannot arrive ar conclusions from the analysis ~t 

ethical concepts with the objectivity an"l precision ~f th~ scientist 

analysing chemical COIDtl0unJs. . '.nJ if dthics is to be 'scientitic' it 

is .:>n1y by virtue of the tact that it strives br objectivity. This 

r: ~. 
Fronm.' s book on FreuJ, ~igmunJ Freu J' s ~1ission, 

('-lew r~rk: jrove Pres~. 1933 . • Sh,)WR that a : sYl'h')logis~' s 
theories on obsessions, raprassions, prejuJices an:! so on, 
ar~ s\?en :.hrlJugh th~ v:~ils of his 0\1/11 ')bsessio~lS, r(!:~ressi:lns, 

prejudice s, etc. 
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I am su;:;&~StLl~. T~la[ is - if one c;)nlucts an -~xal:-dria..bn ()1 n~ejs 

by ..::otlacting empirical ,ja~a - for fdxar.,;Jie. ;Ja~i'.Jnt ;,;a3~ histories. 

econondsts' statistics. anJ so on. anj tri·~s to arr-iv~ at a!1 aJequate 

account of human ne~Js. one runs a gr~ate!" risk -'.)1' b~ing subjective 

anJ a lesser chance of being objective. \\ hereas if one offers a 

philosophical analysis of the concept of neejs in an attempt at least 

to clear up some of the ambiguities and problems involveJ, and 

at most have a clearer idea of what the concept entails, one stanls 

more of a chance of being objective. 

Fromui Joes, to a large extent, avoi 1 bias (more than ;Vlarcuse. 

for instance). Fromnl has. as it were, laid his car·js ·:>n the table, 

with ilis analysis of the concept of ne~ J. anJ in pardcular in his 

account of basic nee.ls. Having Jone this, th.e~e is n'J going back. that 

is. one meets and deals with conflicting ~olitic3.1 syst~ms anJ their 

success or failura in nee:l-fuLCilmellt by ref~~ret1ce to standarJs already 

laid Jown which cannot be mani?ulat~J. If a s?ciety calling itself 

socialist fails to fulfil the neels of its mem bers ~by reference to these 

stanJarJs then one must conJemll this failure in the san-~ way that 

cajJitalisIIl's {aUure is conJemne 1. Throughout Fromn:' s writing it 

is clear that the ethics of his humanism prece le political consi:ieratlons. 

He is ~quaU.f reajy to criticize all political extrerr..es. Frorq.m' 8 own 

optin,istic philosophy fJlaces gri!at faith in man an.! he criticises all 

pilil.,sophL~s which aJvocate the ~xploitati::m rath~r than the trusting 

of man: 
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It i8 this lack of faith in man wbich antiliberal and 
clerical Ideas have in common with Lenin's cOQCept; 
on the other band faith in man is the basis for all 
genuinely progressive movements throughout history ••• 58 

I bave tried to make it clear tbat I consider the concept of need 

to be an important concept in ethics and poUtical pbU080Phy and that 

a pbilosopbical discussion of the concept 8hould be tbe basia of 

conclusion8 made regarding political systems and need-fulfilment. 

Once an attempt bas been made to determine just what buman needs 

there are, we CaD at leaat then examine in what way. political ayatems 

do, or do not, take accoUllt of buman needs. Tbi8 .. ems to be a 

preferable approacb to the manipulation of the concept of need into 

discus8ioDS of pollUcal systems. 

(4) The Tranal lion from False to True Needs 

Fromm bellevea that a 8.Yatem wblcb fulfils man's needs rather 

than creating false needs is possible, but be Is not expUcit enougb 

about just bow need structures are changed 80 that a desirable system 

is arrived at. 

Fromm Is fairly optimistic about the possibUities for change. 

Man's apparent inaani~ and self-destruction are "not strong enough 

to d.stroy faith in man's reason. good will and sanity". 5'1 And. 

In the fiDal chapter of The Sane Society Fromm spells out ways in 

whicb at least a saner society might be acbleved. But stUl the 

issue seems to be simplified. Even if all the valu •• Fromm holds 

56 Erich Fromm. The Sane Society. p. 239. 

5'1 
~. p.363. 
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were held by others, m1iht not social conditioning have reached 

such a stage that men cannot lose their alienation and false needs? 

Fromm claims that Marx 

did not recognise the irrational forces in man wblch 
make him alrald ollreedom, and which produce bis 
lust lor power and his destructiveness. On the 
contrary, underlying his concept of man was the 
impUcit assumption of man'. natural goodness, which 
would assert itsaU a. soon a .. the crippling economic 
shackles were releaaed ••• In tbls respect, Marx and 
Engels never transcended the naive optimism of the 
elgbteenth century. 58 

Marx !!lH be aaive but it is DOt clear that Fromm 18 le8a naive. 

Given that Marx and Fromm ahare a ba.lcally optimistic view of 

buman nature. Fromm laces the same problem that laced Marx aDd 

EDgels .. bow can one make the oppre.sed see their oppression? 

An 0Ppostns view cODsidered 

I sbould now 11ke to consider an account 01 needs which areues 

against the view I bave been discussing. It i8 put lorward by Paul 

59 Taylor, wbo argues against the idea that 'need' is a Dormative 

concept aad agaiDat the scleDtUlc ethics advocated by Fromm. 

Taylor Is a representative exponent of a view of needs completely 

at variance with the riews I have discu8sed. In puttiDg forward bis 

own view of ueeds, Taylor specUicaUy criticises the sort ot claims 

involved in Fromm' 8 account ot needs. 

58 Erich Fromm, The Sane Society, p.234. 

59 Paul W. Taylor, II, Need' Statements, " Analysis, 
Ope cit., pp.108-111. 

.liI ! 
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Taylor claims that a 'neeJ' statement can be one of four 

1;)"pes: 

(1) one whicb describes a state of affairs in which something 

is required or demanded by a prescriptive rule of law e. g. 'You 

neeJ a membership card to enter the Club House.' 

(2) one in which the' aometbing-that-is-aeeded' is a necessary 

means to tbe attaioment of a loa! of the person wbo i. _id to bave 

the aeed e.,. 'The student needs a dictionary. • 

(3) ODe which refers to the conative di8positions of buman 

beiftJ8 or animals. A Deed in thi8 88n88 1. a 'desire'. 'wisb' or 

'motive'. e. g. 'Children have a need for love and affection. ' 

(These needs can be conscious or subconscious.) 

(4) a need statement which is purely normative e. g. 'We need 

leaders who cannot be bribed. ' 

Taylor claims tbat those who try to establish a scientific ethics 

fail to see that: 

(1) Statements about human needs may be both factual 

assertions which are empirically verifiable (types (2) and (3» 

and pure recommendations (type (4». 

(11) To verity statements of types (2) and (3) is Dot eo Ipso 

--
to estabUsh the rational justification of making recommendations 

of type (4). 

(Ui) Even if it can be sbown that man bas basic needs in sense 

(2) and (3), it is not logically odd or sell-contradictory to refrain 
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from recommenJing the fulfilment of one of these nee.ls. \\ hat 

human beings neeJ might not be Cor their own gooo. 

(iv) \\lletber human needs ought to be met must be established 

on groWlds independent of the 'need' claims themselves. 

(v) There is no logical or contextual inlplication bolding between 

(2) and (3) and (4). 

(iv) "''hen social scientists and psychologists make statement.s 

of types (2) aDd (3) they are making tbem not as recommendaUons 

but as confirmable matters of fact. In other words, the kind of 

marriage ol psychology and ethics. advocated by Fromm, will not 

work, according to Taylor. 

(i) The examples whicn Taylor ofters do not seem to support 

an.y strict division into those 'need' statements wbich are 'purely 

recommendatory' and those which a!"e empirically verifiable matters 

ot tact. Consider tbat the statement, "We neeJ leaders wbo cannot 

be bribed" is not made during a speecn at a union meeting, but rather 

a. ter the collapse of the union. Here the statement would not have 

largely recommendatory significance but would probably be a tactual 

claim to the effect that if a union is to survive its leaders must be. 

trustwortb,y. Again, the statement "The student neeJs a dictionary", 

could be said by a teacher (who has no knowledge ot whetber in tact 

the student does have a dictionary) to a parent. Here the statement 

would be recommendatory and not simply a tactual assertion. The 

emphasis of the statements cited by Taylor can be normative or 

empirical. The fact that the emphasis can cbange shows the dtlficulty 

Iii I 
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in establishing a stric t .:iivision into factual neeJs anJ normative 

needs. ,,'~s 1 have already pointe,j out, statements containing 

reference to wbat 1 have called 'aninlal needs' would be more) likely 

to be empirically verifiable than statements concerniog the need for 

love, for instance, but we can im&iiae examples wbere the reverse 

woW:! holel. Of two statements made about a child who ia nervous and 

irritable, 'The cbild needs love' and 'Tbe chUd needs more tats in 

bi. diet', the first may be more readily empirically verUiable thaD 

the second which may be a ~pothesis in need of much testiog. It i. 

impossible to categorize need. or need statements Into those wbieb 

are empirically verifiable and tbose which are purely recommend-

a tory. Rather we sbould view most 'need' statements as having both 

a normative and tactual aspect. '~eed' statements based on FrOIp.m's 

list of basic needs would involve empirical verUication but Fromm's 

basic Deeci. are all neecis whicb re~ler to human 100.:18 aDd beDce they 

also involve the recommendina of action. \\bicb of these predominates 

may depend on the context in wblch the statement is uttered. 

Empirical1nvest1aation into needs and statements about need. is 

DOt suffieient: 

'need' i8 a normative concept and, as sucb, nee;:is are 
not to be determiae:i just by reaearcb into what is 
observably the case ••• this normative aspect ol'nee,j' 
,,111 prove of great importance in seeing bow tar sociol
ogists or psychologists can settle questiona of need ••• 60 

~o , " R. F. Dearden, I, Needs' in Education. 
BriUsb Journal of Education, Op. cit.. p.? 
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.c~ nd in fact sociologists anJ 'tlsychologists cannot hlJpe to settle 

questions of neeJ by em~irical metaoJa alolle. 

(ii) Taylor's second objection would seem applicable it it 

were made regar:Jing an account of 'want' statements rather tban ot 

need statements. Tbat is, it seems quite reasonable to claim that 

the tact that x wants y does not eo Ipso establish the rational justlt-

lability of recommending that x be given y. 1:1 tact Taylor sees the 

concept of 'need' a8 very simUar to the concept of 'wanting'. 

Wherever a goal or purpose is presupposed, accorJing to Taylor, 

., I I " 11 what people need is a ways rl) atlve to wbat they want • 

;\t the beginning ot this chapter I outlined what I believe to be 

some important ditferences between statements concerning wants 

and statements concerning nee.is. namely that statements concerning 

needs. (a) do not necessarily refer to conscious volitions; (b) reter 

to accepted standar.Js or norms; (c) carry the suggestion that lack 

ot fulfilment will result in barm: (d) do QOt always lnvolve a corres-

pon:i1ng want: (e) imply general aims. purposes, requirements 

whicb otbers could be expected to share: (I) are less likely to be 

Justified. than statements about wanta: (g) reter to sometbinl that 

it would be injurious for an individual to do without; (b) may be 

more easUy verUiable by someone otber than the person who has 

the neeJ. 

:31 
Paul Taylor. 11, Need' Statements. " Analysis, 

p. 10'7. 
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"u these consi.lerations support the claim that 'needs' lifters 

from 'wants' in that the former is a normative concept. (although. 

as I am suggesting, empirical questions are also relevant to talk 

of human needs.) Taylor ignores these difterences and thus obscures 

the fact that twants' is not a normative concept. 

(lU) Taylor's third objection is that the!"e is no logical error 

or self-contraJiction involved in refraining from recommending the 

fullUmeat of man's needs even if it can be shown that man has basic 

needs such as those described by him in (11) and (iii). I do not really 

see what force this objection has. Many would claim that there is 

nothing logically odd or self-contradictory in consciously choosing 

to do that which Is morally wrong. I do not necessarily agree with 

this but if Taylor wishes to imply tbat since there is nothing logically 

odd there is. tberefore, nothing morally odd about refraining from 

recommending that needs be Cultilled
S2 

then be must offer some 

arguments in defence of this p~sition. 

It it can be sbown that a man will fall to measure up to accepted 

standards (as Benn and Peters maintain) if his need is not fuUilled. 

and that others bave the capacity tor fulfilling or facilitating the 

fullUment of the need. then there 18 something morally odd about 

inaction. It makes no ditference it the standard in question is the 

!J2 I shall return to this point in 
Chapter Three. 

I 

i 
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preservation of life Or' of having relationships with ~ther people 

(except in Jegree). If it is clear that a genuine neeJ exists (an·1 

Cor Fromm, for example, genuine needs all relate to human well-

befng) then there is something odd about not recommending Us 

fulfilment. Benn and Peters go further than this: '·When we state 

a man's needs. we prescribe, explicitly or impliCitly, what must 

t ,,93 
be done to satis:y them. I would not want to make a claim as 

strong as this. Wben we state a man's nee'is we do not necessarily 

indicate precisely In what manner bis needs should be fulfilled: 

rather it is usually the case that we Indicate wbich sorts of action 

would lulfll hls needs. 

(iv) Taylor's fourth an.i tilth objections reveal I think 

that when he claims there is no 10iical odJness in not recommend-

ing the fulfilment ot needs be wishes to imply that- there is no moral 

oddness since the validity of needs claims ought. ~n bis opinion. to 

be estabUsbed on grounds independent ot the neeJs claims themselves. 

I would not wish to disagree with the claim tbat not every statement 

wblcb refers to a need does renect the existence 01 a genuine need. 

1 have already discussed the idea of Ifalse' needs. But Taylor wants 

to argue that normative import always comes trom somewbere other 

than the Deed statement. It is bard to 1magi~ what sort of process 

we would have to go through before arriving at aD actual recommend-

ation re,ardlDi a hmnan need. Taylor's argument would seem to 

33 S. I. Benn aoJ R. S. Peters. Social 
Principles and the Oemocratic State. p. 142. 
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involve that we first of all go through a serie~ or empirical invest-

igations which bring UR to a ;Joint where a statenient concerning 'neeJ' 

ia appropriate and that we go through a separate set ot moral consi~er-

a tlons which mayor may not leaj one to recommenj that the Deed be 

fulfilled. 

I should want to argue that there is an entailment between a 

statement describing the existence of a genuine human need and a 

statement recommending its fulmment. This el1tailment is what 1. 

involved in Benn aDd Peters claim that to show that a man needs 

somethin, is to prescribe that the need be fulnlled. This results 

from an analysis of the notion of 'need' which is much more plausible 

and consistent. I believe. than that oftered by Taylor. 

(v) The last ot Taylor's criticisms of 'scientific ethics' 

involves reterence to the function of psycnologists and social scientists. 

Taylor argues that when they make statements of tYtle (2) and (3) 

':they are making them not as recommendations but as confirmable 

statements of matters oflact:" 54 But fortunately many psychologists 

and social scientists are not as confused about what they do as Taylor 

is. For example. C. A. Mace argues that "Many of the most general 

of the theoretical concepts of psychology" (and the social sciences) 

65 
"are evaluative. II 'Needs' is a concept frequently used and talked 

about In many diverse dlac:lpl1Dea and the normadve element of the 

64 Paul W. Taylor. ?p. cit.. p.lli. 

0
65 iC. :~.l\Jlace. IIHomeQstasis. ~eeds and Values". 
o. c .f.. p.201. 

-f1--

, 
] , 
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concept snould b~ constantly stresseJ. 

In this chapter, I have arguej that 'neeJs' is a concept which 

involves normative and empirical considerations. The normative 

element in talk of neeJs has been revealeJ in a comparison of needs 

and wants, an examination of every day neeJ. statements and a 

discussion of basic needs. 

~rich Fromm's account has been seen to develop much of what 

Marx said about needs, and in aJdition to oller useful suggestions 

concerning scientific ethIcs, need behaviour anJ basic needs and their 

relationship to sanity. However, Fromm (like l'vlarx), falls 

(i) to clarity many of the conceptual problems associateJ with the 

concept of needs. anj (ii) to appreciate the :.lual aspect - normative 

and en,pirical - of the concept. There reIr.ain unanswered philos

ophical questions concerning nee.Js. The following cbapter alms at 

answering some of these. 

. • I 
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Cnapter 3 

OBIIG,\TI0.'lS FOR .'lEEL> Fl LFIL\i8~T 

Introduction 

In this chal'lter, I propose to Jevelop what has been implicit in 

the prece-Jing chapters, that is, the claim that needs ought to be 

fulfilled. This is the conclusion to be drawn from the two accounts 

or neejg r have discussed, but Marx and Fromm ofter litUe, (if any) 

phUosophical argument in support of it. The following discussion of 

needs is not inconsistent with what I have claimeJ to be the valuable 

aspects of Marx's and Fromm'. accounts of needs. Rather It is a 

phUosophical development which aims at filling in some of the gaDs 

in the account ot nee;Js so tar presented. In particular, I shall attempt 

to give some answers to the question: ""hy ought neeJs to be 

tulC111e j1 II 

In arguing that needs ought to be fullUlej. 1 firstly make some 

comparisons between needs and related concepts. Secondly. tbe 

distiDcUOD between genuine and false Deeds 1s discussed. Sext 1 argue 

that needs are social and relate to human goods. .-\.Q opposing view 

i8 critically examineJ. Finally. the relevance of both empirical and 

normative questions to need talk is stresse~ and the obligations on 

individuals and political systems concerning need fulfilment are 

ariueJ tor. 

~eed8 and Related Coacdots 

In arguing that needs ought to be fultilLeJ. it is important to be 

sure that there is no possibility of contusing neeJs with other related 
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concepts. 

Needs and 'lA' ants 

I have already argued (Chapter Two), pages 59-6'1, that 

needs can be distinguished from wants. To briefly recapitulate on 

the main differences: Whether or not someone wants something is 

a simple matter of fact whereas whether he needs something, in 

most cases, will involve both factual and normative questions. 

Sparshott sums up this difference: 

The facts that certain persons have certain desires, 
and that certain objects are apt to satisfy these desires, 
are simple facts. The status of needs is less clear •..• 
The process ot assessing neeJs is always one of 
estimation, if not of evaluation, and not merely one ot 
recognition. 1 

Needs are normative; wants are not. It is needs which are 

related to hwnan goods. Wants are not necessarily related to genuine 

needs and may be related to false needs. The fact that someone wants 

something does not eo ipso provide us wi th sufficient reason to say 

that he should have it but the fact that he needs something does, in 

the majority of cases, provide us with sufficient grounds for this 

l
. 2 

c aun. 

1 
F. E. Sparshott. An Enquiry into Goodness, 

(Toronto: l-niversity of Toronto Press, 1958), p.215. 

2 Although I claim that needs are more important 
to moral decisions than wants, I would not cla.~ that 
the latter are irrelevant. I would agree with Sparshott 
that in many cases both should be taken into account 
(as in his example of the best teacher who devises 
le ssons which relate to the students' needs and their 
wants). 

:111 
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Needs and Rights 

Some comment should be mad.e on the connections between 

needs and rights. I have already indicated why it was that Marx 

stressed human neejs and rarely spoke of rights (see Chapter One. 

pages 8 - 9). Talk of rights would have involved Marx in the 'abstraction' 

characteristic of bourgeois philosophy. Talk of human needs, on the 

other hand, seems more grounded in empirical questions, in the 

examination of man as he actually is. 

However, it has been claimed that right s are more morally 

significant than needs. This is what H. J. McCloskey' s3 comparison 

of needs and rights amounts to. l':IcCloskey argues that rights 

encompass a larger field than nee~s, that flH Wl~an beings have rights, 

which are pre-need and post-neej". 4 He claims that in ~alking of 

self-develo.eing or self-destructive activities: 

-
it is of rights not neeJs that we speak, because we 
grasp that after the basic requirements of existence 
anj physical and, to a lesser extent, ,)sychological 
well-being are met, we are operating with a differeat 
conceflt, that of self-making, rather than engaging in 
the activity of making the potential ac tual, moving from 
90tentiality to actuality as do the acorn which becomes 
an oak, the tadflole a frog. ~ 

Firstly, it is not fair to imply that needs are concernej solely 

with "basic requirements of existence and physical, and to a lesser 

extent, psychological well-being". More and more psycholo~ists, 

3 H. J. l'vicCloskey. ::Hwr,an .-leejs, Hights and 
Political Values" ~ forthcoming in .J..merican Philosophical 
~uarterly. 

4 
H. J. McCLoskey, 'JP. cit., p. 19 

E 
Ibid •• p. 14 

! 
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political scientists. phHos,ophers and others are talking about 

human neeus in such a way that neeJs bdcome a crucial r>art of 

our entire picture of man.'
3 

The notion of psychological needs is 

much more complex and wider-reaching than "psychological well-

being" would suggest (as Marx's and Fromm's accounts show). 

Any complete account of needs must acknowledge the fact that needs 

are not static and that Marx was right in claiming that as social 
, 

developments take place there is a corresponding increase in needs. 

Even if there are basic needs which all men share. there will be an 

increase in particular needs. McCloskey claims that there are rights 

to lJeducation, family, property, privacy,,7. But it could be argued 

that in our society privacy anJ education (if not family anJ property) 

are neeJs. We might say that privacy. for example. is necessary, 

for instance for the fulIilment of Fromm's basic neeJs of a sense of 

i.dentity or orientation. 

I) " some of the current trends in psychology and 
anthropology point towarJ increasing recognition of a 
number of universal human needs, not only biological 
but also social needs." (Christian Bay. The Structure 
of Freedom. Stanford: Stanford Lniversity Press, 1958, 
p. 226J. 

7 "Society creates new needs in people. Some of the 
new needs leaJ in a constructive direction and stimulate 
further development. Of such a nature_ ,are ,the ideas of 
justice, equality and co-operation. Some of the new needs 
lead to a destructive direction and are not good for man. II 

(Clara ThonJpson, Psychoanalysis.) quoted by Herbert 
l~larcuse in Eros and Civilization. p. 173. 

II 
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Complete lack ot privacy might prevent the individual from 

fulfilling basic nee;js and in this sense privacy Is a need and not a 

right. In other societies. privacy may not be the means through 

which any basic needs are fulfilled. 

The above suggestions concerning the relationship between 

needs and rIgbts are tentative. To full,y explore the question would 

be a separate endeavour. I merely want to sUiiest that attempts 

to diminish the importance 01 needs by arguing that rights are more 

important. depend on making the concept ot needs narrower and Ie •• 

complex than It is in tact. 

In arguing that needs should be fulfllled. it must be stressed 

that it is genuine human needs wbicb sbould be fulfilled. not false 

needs. 

Genuine Needs and False Need. 

I have already pointed to some 01 the problems Involved in 

Marx's and Fromm's accounts of false needs. It seems to me that 

there are two main questions wbich remain to be answered: 

Firstl,y. wbat about the good wbicb a predominantly bad system can 

create? And secondly, can we distinguish false from genuine needs? 

It bas been claimed that capitalism faUs to take account of man's 

real nee.is and causes him to seek to fulfil false needs. But in a 

situation where particular needs are constantly being created. not all 

of lbese new needs will be bad. For instance. in our SOCiety it can 

be shown that the accelerating pace of city life and general pressure 

on indiv1c.Juals ia such that people sulfer a great deal of tension and 
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anx iety is :)roJuc::d. There is a neeJ to JistJerse this teasion all:i Lo 

s top it becon' ing acute. ,)Hferent people rr at seel- .Jifferent solutions • 

• ~~'s 'solution' is the 'need' to drink himself into a state of Jrunken-

ness every night after work before he goes home. An alternative 

answer to the problem of tension in every jay life is stressed by an 

increasing number of doctors and psychologists who argue that people 

under stress need to learn how to relax. B. unlike A, does not 
, 

resort to drunkenness. but attends yoga classes. C. on the other hand, 

is able to feel happy and relaxed by playing sport three nights a week. 

The point of these three examples is that in each case. A's, B's 

and C's needs arise from a situation which is basically not good. The 

kinds of life-style and work which produce anxiety anJ tension 

obviously do not attach importance to creative work and co-operation 

between people. However, the ?articular neeJs of "' , S, and C,_ 

are very :lifferent. B's anj C's needs lead in a constructive direction, 

: ',' S does not. 

On a more general level there are some legitin:ate neeJs to 

which a preJominantly bad situation can give rise. Increases in popul-

a tion and crowding may make it reasonable to talk of the neeJ for 

privacy. ~ven though the situation from which this need. has emerged 

is undesirable, the need is not in itself bad since it leaJs in the 

direc tion of hwnan goods which n:.ight have been attainable in the past 

without J:}rivacy. 

But it is from an ovarall viewpoint that capitalism has been 

I 
assessej by Marx anj .F'r()J.1.rn anJ founj wanting. ~Lthough some 

I 
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legitimate needs are satisfied and, indeed, some overall goods 

produced, by capitalism, the kind of system where power and 

resources are concentrated in the hands of a few, depends for its 

existence on the creation of talse needs. The system survives because 

not everyone recognises that their real needs are unfulfilled. 

How do we begin to distinguish real from false needs? Is 

Marcuse right in suggesting that we can no longer distinguish which 

8 
needs are false? Perhaps there are cases where we can no longer 

distinguish them. But in attempting to distinguish false needs some I 

guidelines can be drawn up. Firstly, false needs do not relate to 

human goods. Not only this, but the fulfilment of false needs works 

against the fulfilment of genuine needs. The person who 'needs' 

tranquilisers to get through each day relatively calmly, is prevented 

from- facing his real problems and needs and hence from _seeking to 

find a solution to them. Secondly. false needs are insatiable. By 

their very nature, they work against the individual and his real needs. 

The pursuit of fulfilment of false needs is futile because they are not 

related to human goals and human satisfaction. 

8 "Indeed in the most highly developed areas of contemp
orary society, the transplantation of social into individual 
needs is so eflec tive that the difference between them seems 
to be purely theoretical. Can one really distinguish between 
the mass media as instruments of information and entertain
ment and as agents of manipulation and indoctrination? 
Between the automobile as nuisance and as convenience? 
(Herbert Marcuse, One Dimensional Man. p. 24 

" 




